"Mari & Monti" Bike Meeting Carrara - Italy 10/12/10

This
was our First "late
summer meeting" in
the
wonderful
setting
between the Tuscany and
Liguria regions of northern Italy. Thanks
to
Paolo (aka Dvx) and Lia's perfect
organization we had the opportunity to spend 2
days riding our bikes around the fantastic and
spectacular landscapes and were able to enjoy the many local
regional dishes that this area is famous for… Our “head office”
for this event was in the town of Dogana di Ortonovo (La
Spezia) where we occupied the "Antica Luni" hotel in which
for the overall weekend we all felt like we were on a school
trip... without teachers!!!
On Saturday and Sunday the main event was the bike
tour: on Saturday we crossed the mountain territory between
the three regions of Tuscany, Liguria and Emilia-Romagna
with incredible panoramic views of the famous marble
quarries of Carrara (WONDERFUL!!!).
On Sunday we rode to the Liguria region inside the
"Cinque Terre" territory along roads overlooking the stunning
Ligurian Sea. Every day was also remembered for the
pleasant stops and the sampling of typical local dishes
accompanied by wine and beer suitable to quench our BIG
thirst… Personally, I came home from this meeting with the
pictures of the entire weekend firmly fixed in my mind. I
discovered places of a such great beauty that I did not know
before! Especially where the sea and the mountains meet
violently and create beautiful and unforgettable landscapes.
My personal (and of all the VMOA group) thanks go to
Paolo and Lia for the organization, to the staff of the "Antica
Luni" hotel and to our friends of the "Vmax Club Italia" who
have fun with us attending this bike meeting.
I think that for the next years this event will become an
annual appointment to not miss for the VMOA Italy group
and for all our friends.
Thanks you all! I'm glad to have you as friends!
Mauro Bianchi (AKA k-max) #4762
VMOA Chapter Italia Visit www.v-max.it
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REMEMBERING OUR FRIEND LEO
On October 24th, 2010 the VMOA Italy Chapter
remembered their friend LEO who left us more than
one year ago.
He is still in our Thoughts and in our Hearts.
CIAO LEO.... WE WILL NEVER FORGET YOU...
VMOA Italy Chapter
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